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We study superconducting quantum interference in a Josephson junction linked via edge states
in two-dimensional (2D) insulators. We consider two scenarios in which the 2D insulator is either a
topological or a trivial insulator supporting one-dimensional (1D) helical or nonhelical edge states,
respectively. In equilibrium, we find that the qualitative dependence of critical supercurrent on
the flux through the junction is insensitive to the helical nature of the mediating states and can,
therefore, not be used to verify the topological features of the underlying insulator. However, upon
applying a finite voltage bias smaller than the superconducting gap to a relatively long junction,
the finite-frequency interference pattern in the non-equilibrium transport current is qualitatively
different for helical edge states as compared to nonhelical ones.
Introduction.– Topological systems have been of great
interest in recent years [1, 2]. A prominent example is the
quantum spin Hall insulator (QSHI) [3, 4], that is a 2D
topological insulator (TI) featuring a topologically pro-
tected 1D helical edge state on its boundary. Such non-
degenerate edge states proximitized by a superconduc-
tor (SC) hold great promise to realize topological super-
conductivity [5–7]. Superconducting edge transport has
been observed [8–10] in both prevalent QSHI candidates,
HgTe/CdTe [11, 12] and InAs/GaSb [13, 14] quantum
wells. Measurements involve an S-TI-S Josephson junc-
tion (JJ) shorter than the SC coherence length, where
the TI is pierced by a magnetic flux to realize a super-
conducting quantum interference (SQI) setup, to map
out the flux dependence of the critical supercurrent [15].
Interference patterns can be used to infer the supercur-
rent density through the junction [16], which indicates
edge state conductance in above experiments at regimes
expected to be topological.
However, edge states can also form for nontopological
reasons [17, 18] and exhibit experimental signatures sim-
ilar to their helical counterparts, such as in the trivial
regime of InAs/GaSb [19, 20], in simple InAs [17, 21],
or in InSb flakes [18]. The even-odd effect or h/e peri-
odicity in edge-dominated SQUID patterns, observed in
topological systems [9, 10], occurs in trivial systems as
well [17, 18]. This rather points towards an alternative
explanation [17, 18, 25] based on crossed Andreev re-
flection (CAR) [22–24] between edges, contributing flux-
independent terms to the supercurrent. Thus, the SQI
signatures of short JJs in equilibrium do not allow one
to distinguish topological from trivial systems [17, 25].
To overcome this impasse, we propose an SQI setup in
the edge-state regime with applied voltage bias to study
the flux-dependent non-equilibrium supercurrent [26, 27]
in presence of CAR. At zero bias, this corresponds to
the equilibrium critical current usually studied in SQI
experiments [8–10, 17, 18]. We find that, in contrast to
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the long narrow biased Josephson
junction formed by edge states of a bulk insulator pierced by
a magnetic flux to realize an SQI setup. In a trivial insulator,
nonhelical (continuous and dashed lines), whereas in a topo-
logical insulator, helical (only continuous lines) edge states
may contribute to sub-gap transport. (b) and (c): Energy
spectrum of the upper edge (τ = u) with bare bandwidth M
and its renormalization to low energies 2∆, in case of helical
and nonhelical edge states, respectively.
equilibrium JJs, long and narrow SQI setups under bias
show striking differences in the interference pattern of
helical versus nonhelical edge states. These differences
are further pronounced by electron-electron interactions
in the edge states. Thus, such non-equilibrium setups
will allow unambiguous identification of the topological
nature of the probed insulator.
Model.– We consider a JJ consisting of two conven-
tional s-wave superconducting leads overgrown on a 2D
insulator pierced by a perpendicular magnetic flux, Φ,
see Fig. 1(a). In the following, the bulk gap of the in-
sulator, M , is the largest energy scale in our system so
that transport between the leads is mediated only by the
1D edge states; the bulk contribution is disregarded. Fur-
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2ther, the SCs on top of the insulator strongly renormalize
the chemical potential in the underlying insulator parts,
thereby pushing them into a metallic phase [28–30] and
destroying the edge states under them abruptly, on the
short length-scale of the Fermi-energy mismatch. Thus,
the states at the edge of the 2D insulator are modeled
as two disconnected 1D channels of length L laterally
separated by a distance W with weak, point-like intra-
and inter-edge (CAR) Cooper-pair (CP) injection at their
ends, cf. Fig. 1(a).
The system is described by the Hamiltonian Hα =
HαE +HS +H
α
T . Helical (α = h) and nonhelical (α = nh)
edge states of topological and nontopological insulators,
respectively, behave according to HαE . Since spins are
locked to the direction of propagation in TIs, we conve-
niently define HhE = H
+
E and H
nh
E = H
+
E +H
−
E with
HνE =
∫
dxψ†νHEψν , HE = vF (−i∂x)ρz, (1)
and Φ = 0 momentarily; in the following we reintroduce
the Aharonov-Bohm effect of the magnetic flux in the
transport of CPs, while neglecting other effects. Here,
ν = ± indexes the helicity of the edge states and we
use e = ~ = 1. The edge state Fermi velocity is vF
with a dispersion assumed approximately linear on the
scale of the insulator gap, see Fig. 1. The coordinate
x runs over the edges and, being primarily interested in
long junctions wherein boundary effects are negligible,
we henceforth take x ∈ (−∞,∞). We introduce ψν =
(ψRuν , ψLuν¯ , ψR`ν¯ , ψL`ν)
T , where ψρτσ annihilates a right
(left)-moving electron, ρ = R(L), in the upper (lower)
edge, τ = u(`), with spin σ. The Pauli matrix ρz acts in
the right (left)-mover space.
The second term, HS = H
l
S + H
r
S , accounts for the
left (right) SCs, j = l(r), which serve as leads and are
described by HjS =
1
2
∫
drΨ†SjHjSΨSj with
HjS = (−∇2r/2m− µ)ηz + i∆(eiϕjη− − e−iϕjη+)σy. (2)
Here, ΨSj = (Ψj ,Ψ
†
j)
T and Ψj = (Ψj↑,Ψj↓)T , where
Ψjσ(r) annihilates an electron with spin σ at position r
in the SC-j. Pauli matrices ηz, η±, and σy act in particle-
hole and spin space, respectively, and η± = (ηx± iηy)/2.
Pairing amplitude ∆ and chemical potential µ are the
same in both SC leads, while the pairing phases ϕj differ
to describe the Josephson effect.
Tunneling between SCs and edges is described by HαT
with HhT =
∑
j H
+j
T and H
nh
T =
∑
νj H
νj
T , where
HνjT =
∫
dx
∫
dr′Ψ†j(r
′)T νj(r′, x)ψν(x) + H.c. (3)
The tunneling matrix elements can be expressed as[T jν (r′, x)]
σ′,ρτ =
t√
1 + f2T
(ifT )
1−νσ′τρ
2 eiρkF x
× δ (x− jL/2) δ (r′ − rjτ ) , (4)
where T νj(r′, x) is a 2×4 matrix describing single-
electron hopping between SC-j and the ν sector of edge
channels in the insulator and its form obeys time-reversal
symmetry. Field Ψj(r) is a vector in spin space, while
ψν(x) is a composite vector of left- and right-moving
states in the upper and lower edges. We have identified
the indices ν = +/−, ρ = R/L, τ = u/`, σ =↑ / ↓, and
j = r/l with values 1/1¯, respectively. In Eq. (4), t param-
eterizes the overall magnitude of tunneling and fT  1
gives the ratio of spin non-conserving to spin-conserving
hoppings, where the former is induced by spin-orbit inter-
action (SOI) [31–33]. Tunneling accommodates a finite
Fermi wavevector, kF , in case (1) the TI is doped, re-
sulting in a Dirac point away from zero energy or (2) the
1D states are at the edge of a trivial insulator (kF be-
ing the average value over different spin species if SOI is
present), see Fig. 1. We assume that tunneling between
leads and insulator only occurs at intersection points of
edge states and SCs, rjτ . Its point-like nature elimi-
nates any momentum conservation that would otherwise
suppress finite-momentum two-particle tunneling ampli-
tudes in the following discussion.
Low-energy description.– We focus on the low-
temperature and small voltage regime, T, V  ∆, where
transport is governed by the transmission of CPs. In
the absence of quasiparticle excitations, involved states
have energies below ∆ and, considering long enough junc-
tions compared to the coherence length in the edges,
L ξ = vF /∆, we can keep the continuum description of
Eq. (1) by promoting ∆ to be the new natural UV cutoff,
see Fig. 1. Next, we integrate out the SCs [33–37], which
results in a self-energy for the edge system that describes
the tunneling of CPs. These tunnelings contribute nu-
merous terms indexed by the corresponding edge states
and SCs to/from which the electrons of a CP tunnel. All
terms are proportional to the tunneling rate Γ = pit2NS ,
with NS being the normal density of states per spin in
the SCs at the Fermi level. For two-particle tunnelings
with zero or two spin-flips, the spin-structure of the in-
jected CPs will remain singlet, whereas, with only one
of the spins being flipped, injections into edge states of
triplets becomes possible, accompanied by the additional
factor ∼ fT /(1 + f2T ) in their rates. Thus, electrons can
even be injected into the same edge state [33, 37], see
Fig. 1(a). In addition to such a direct CP injection into
the same edge, there can be CAR processes where the
partners of a CP split and tunnel into opposite edges,
see right of Fig. 1(a). The CAR rates are finite, if the co-
herence length of the SCs ξS exceeds W ; we characterize
their relative suppression in comparison with direct ones
by fC [22–25, 37]. Following from Eq. (4), finite momen-
tum injections feature an extra phase factor depending
on the point of injection and kF .
With the self-energies acting as time-dependent per-
turbations due to the bias, to lowest (second) order in
Γ (weak coupling justified by low-transparency or high
3barrier because of Fermi-energy mismatch [28–30]), we
get the AC Josephson current that oscillates with the
Josephson frequency ωJ = 2V . The magnitude of the
corresponding Fourier component has the form
IωJ (Φ) ∝
∣∣∣∣Aα cos(piΦΦ0
)
+ f2CBα
∣∣∣∣ , (5)
which equals the critical supercurrent for V = 0 [15].
Here, Φ0 = h/2e is the superconducting flux quantum.
Despite the simple expression reflecting the generic two-
arm interferometer geometry of the system along with
CAR, Aα and Bα contain contributions of all the pro-
cesses allowing for CP transfer between the SCs [37].
The class of processes contributing to Aα consists of CPs
propagating either through the lower or upper edge; be-
cause the product of such processes encloses a flux, Aα is
the coefficient of the flux-dependent term in the critical
current. On the other hand, Bα collects contributions of
processes that consist of the two electrons making up the
transferred CP traveling via opposite edge channels, cf.
Fig 2(a); because the composite CP does not enclose a net
flux, no Aharonov-Bohm phase is accumulated and thus
there is no flux dependence. Furthermore, clearly the lat-
ter processes contribute to the current only in the pres-
ence of CAR, fC 6= 0. We note that one expects qualita-
tively very different behavior of the interference pattern
depending on the relative magnitude of Aα and f
2
CBα.
When |Aα|  f2C |Bα|, the pattern is SQUID-like. For
|Aα| > f2C |Bα|, the interference is SQUID-like with the
additional feature that even and odd peaks have different
magnitudes. Lastly, when |Aα| < f2C |Bα|, the pattern is
an offset cosine which never reaches zero. This simple
analysis is, strictly speaking, only valid for Aα, Bα ∈ R,
while in the finite bias case a complex phase-difference
can appear between terms that complicates the picture
somewhat [37]; we present the important aspects in the
discussion section.
Although the full form of Aα and Bα including the ef-
fect of electron-electron interaction within the edges as
well as spin-flip tunneling is complicated [37], their scal-
ing properties and the relation between helical and non-
helical coefficients simplifies considerably in the nonin-
teracting case without spin flips (fT = 0): Anh = Bnh =
2Ah + 2Bh. Processes contributing to Ah or Bh are of
qualitatively different nature and thus their propagation
amplitude scales very differently. For example, Ah fea-
tures processes in which one electron travels along the
preferred momentum direction, while the other occupies
an opposite momentum state [Fig. 2(c)], whereas Bh cor-
responds to both electrons propagating in the preferred
momentum direction [Fig. 2(a) or (b)]; the former can
also be thought of as the overlap of singlet-type pairing
operators at opposite ends of the system.
In the considered long-junction limit, without electron-
electron interaction, in equilibrium and at low tempera-
ture (or equivalently for junction lengths below the ther-
FIG. 2. Most relevant processes in the critical current. (a)
Dominant CAR process through the channels that have favor-
able propagation direction with respect to the bias. Present
both in helical- and nonhelical systems, ∝ f2C Bh. (b) Flux-
dependent spin-singlet process in the preferable direction,
only possible in nonhelical edges, ∝ Anh ≈ Bh in a long junc-
tion. (c) Overlap type singlet process ∝ Ah, the dominant
flux-dependent term in equilibrium for both kind of systems
masking differences between them. (d) Spin-triplet process
involving the same edge state for both electrons, the only
possible flux-dependent contribution for long α = h junctions
that is length-independent in case of finite bias [37].
mal wavelength L/ξT  1 with ξT ∼ vF /T ), terms
scale as Ah ∼ L−1 and Bh ∼ L−2, while for higher
temperatures or longer junctions, correlations become
exponentially suppressed as expected: Ah ∼ T e−2L/ξT
and Bh/Ah ∼ T . For V, T > 0, in long junctions,
L/ξV , L/ξT  1 with ξV ∼ vF /V , we still have Ah ∼
T e−2L/ξT , but Bh ∼ V , which is notably length- and
temperature independent: a crucial property to distin-
guish topological and trivial edge states based on IωJ (Φ).
We mention that inclusion of spin-flips enables fur-
ther flux-dependent processes even in the helical case
[cf. Fig. 2(d)], which could hinder distinction between
the two systems. However, since fT is usually small and
in addition the propagation amplitude of such processes
remains suppressed compared to the ones already intro-
duced [33], we argue and verify [37] that its presence
indeed does not threaten distinguishability.
Interaction in the 1D edge states can be included [37]
by standard bosonization [38]. For our further discussion
it suffices to say that the strength of repulsive electron-
electron interaction is characterized by Luttinger liquid
parameters K ≤ 1 for α = h and Kc ≤ 1, Ks = 1 [38, 39]
in the charge- and spin sectors of α = nh; the smaller the
parameter the stronger the repulsive interaction is and
the non-interacting limit is obtained for K,Kc,Ks = 1.
Discussion.– Throughout this section we will assume
fT = 0, and no interactions unless written explicitly. As
fC is related to the finite distance correlation properties
of the SCs, we suppose it to be independent of the topo-
logical nature of the insulator. Further, based on the as-
sumption of narrow samples, W < ξ, ξS  vF /T , regard-
less of the exact underlying mechanism of CAR [22–25],
fC should essentially remain unchanged with tempera-
ture. Therefore we fix its magnitude to the intermediate
fC = 0.3 value for all systems presented below.
For short-junctions, L . ξ, the setup is effectively a
superconducting tunnel junction wherein supercurrent is
4FIG. 3. Different typical scenarios of the flux-dependent in-
terference patterns in IωJ for helical (α = h) and nonhelical
(α = nh) edge states in the long JJ regime, L = 20ξ. Main
figures are normalized as IωJ (Φ, p) /maxΦ {IωJ (Φ, p)} for
p = T, V,K,Kc, respectively, to compare qualitative changes
in the shape of interference curves, while insets compare rela-
tive amplitudes and ranges (Min to Max) of IωJ as p is swept,
max(min)Φ {IωJ (Φ, p)} /maxΦ,p {IωJ (Φ, p)}. Panels (a)-(d)
and (g)-(h) correspond to systems without interaction at fi-
nite temperatures, while (e)-(f) explore the effect of interac-
tion at T = 0. Spin flips are excluded (fT = 0) in all cases
and all plots are calculated with the detuning of the Fermi-
level kFL ≈ pi(4n + 3)/4, to which only (c), (e), and (g) are
sensitive, but not crucially [37]. The CAR strength is kept
at fC = 0.3 throughout and quantities with dimensions are
expressed in units of ∆. (a)-(b) In equilibrium V = 0 for tem-
peratures T = 0 . . . 0.2. (c)-(d) Same temperature sweep for
biased junctions, V = 0.1. (e)-(f) Biased junctions, V = 0.1,
with interactions, K,Kc = 0.5 . . . 1 and Ks = 1, at T = 0.
(g)-(h) Bias sweep V = 0 . . . 0.2 at T = 0.1. All non-indicated
parameters remain unchanged.
dominated by the direct overlap of superconducting con-
densates, consequently there cannot be any qualitative
difference in the critical current for helical and nonheli-
cal edges [17, 25, 36, 37]. Conversely, in long junctions,
L  ξ (see Fig. 3), CPs travel long enough within the
edges to explore the spatio-temporal structure of their
correlations and thus the current will have a strong de-
pendence on the topological nature of the insulator.
In equilibrium, V = 0, [Figs. 3(a)-(b)], Ah-type pro-
cesses dominate over Bh ones according to their scaling
given above. Both in helical and nonhelical systems,
the flux-dependent part of the current contains singlet
overlap-type processes proportional to Ah, Anh ∼ Ah,
but the possible CAR processes, responsible for the flux-
independent part that causes the even-odd effect in the
peaks of the interference pattern, are different: the helical
system only has CAR processes scaling with Bh, whereas
the nonhelical system also features CAR-contributions
proportional to Bnh ∼ Ah. Thus, we observe the sup-
pression of the even-odd effect for helical edge states
[Fig. 3(a)] compared to nonhelicals [Fig. 3(b)]; the tem-
perature dependence of the overall amplitude is identical
however, as confirmed in insets of Fig. 3. Despite the
clearly different behavior of the IωJ -curves as function of
L, in experiment, other parameters may be sample de-
pendent (e.g. fC), rendering it hard to compare samples
with different L’s reliably.
However, if the long junction is biased, V > 0,
[Fig. 3(c)-(h)], the dominance of amplitudes reverses:
the higher the bias, temperature, or interaction strength
and longer the junction, the more Bh wins over Ah.
This means that in the helical case, where the flux-
dependent part contains only Ah, the flux-independent
CAR processes will dominate over the flux dependent
ones, whereas in the nonhelical case their ratio will re-
main virtually unchanged by variation of parameters,
as Anh, Bnh ∼ Bh (although with increasing interac-
tion strength we observe in Fig. 3(f) that CAR becomes
relatively more pronounced, as one expects [23, 40]).
This introduces a striking difference in the behavior of
the interference patterns depending on the nature of
edge states: While for nonhelical edges the shape of
curves is independent of the varied parameters, T , V ,
or interaction strength (with T , even the relative am-
plitude changes little, see the inset), the helical interfer-
ence pattern and its overall amplitude is strongly tem-
perature/interaction/bias dependent. Either an offset
from zero develops in the pattern or its oscillation pe-
riod doubles from h/2e to h/e with increasing tempera-
ture/interaction/bias, or both effects occur at the same
time [as displayed in Figs. 3(c),(e) and (g)], depending
on the complex phase between CAR and flux-dependent
process coefficients affected by e.g. the length of the junc-
tion and the Fermi-energy in the TI [37]. Importantly,
irrespective of this phase, a significant qualitative differ-
ence always occurs between the helical and nonhelical
system behavior for long biased junctions.
Conclusions.– In this Letter, we studied the flux-
dependent critical current and AC supercurrent in a
Josephson junction through edge states of helical and
nonhelical nature. We have confirmed that currently
studied experimental setups [8–10, 17, 18] are not well
suited to verify the topological origin of conducting edge
5states. We propose setups with longer, narrower junc-
tions and in non-equilibrium [26, 27]. Upon measuring
the flux-dependent Josephson-frequency Fourier compo-
nent of the supercurrent at various values of bias voltage,
temperature or electron density, one can clearly distin-
guish between the topological and nontopological nature
of the edge states mediating the supercurrent.
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INTEGRATING OUT THE SUPERCONDUCTORS
Let us rewrite the system described in the main text (with zero magnetic flux, Φ = 0, for now) in a fully Nambu-space
compatible format in order to carry out the exact Gaussian path-integration of the quadratic superconductors [S1].
The superconductor Hamiltonians are already in the appropriate form:
HjS =
1
2
∫
dr′Ψ†Sj(r
′)HˆjS(r′)ΨSj(r′), ΨSj =
(
Ψj
Ψ†j
)
≡

Ψj↑
Ψj↓
Ψ†j↑
Ψ†j↓
 , Ψj =
(
Ψj↑
Ψj↓
)
, (S1)
with HˆjS = ξr′ηz + i∆(eiϕjη− − e−iϕjη+)σy and ξr′ = −~2∇2r′/2m − µ. For the edge states, we have to double the
original space to introduce particle-hole symmetry:
HνE =
1
2
∫
dxψ†Eν(x)HˆE(x)ψEν(x), ψEν =
(
ψν
ψ†ν
)
≡

ψRuν
ψLuν¯
ψR`ν¯
ψL`ν
ψ†Ruν
ψ†Luν¯
ψ†R`ν¯
ψ†L`ν

, ψν =

ψRuν
ψLuν¯
ψR`ν¯
ψL`ν
 , HˆE = (HE 00 HE
)
, (S2)
where HE = ~vF (−i∂x)ρz. In order to transform the tunneling Hamiltonians HνjT to the same basis, let us examine
them and note
HνjT =
∫
dx
∫
dr′Ψ†j(r
′)T νj(r′, x)ψν(x) + H.c. =
∫
dx
∫
dr′
[
Ψ†jT ψν + ψ†νT †Ψj
]
=
1
2
∫
dx
∫
dr′
{
Ψ†jT ψν + ψ†νT †Ψj −Ψj
[T †]T ψ†ν − ψν [T ]T Ψ†j}
=
1
2
∫
dx
∫
dr′
[
Ψ†jT ψν + ψ†νT †Ψj −ΨjT ∗ψ†ν − ψνT TΨ†j
]
. (S3)
Thus, in the full Nambu space we will have
HνjT =
1
2
∫
dx
∫
dr′
{
Ψ†Sj(r
′)Tˆ νj(r′, x)ψEν(x) + ψ†Eν(x)[Tˆ νj(r′, x)]†ΨSj(r′)
}
, (S4)
Tˆ νj(r′, x) =
(T νj(r′, x) 0
0 −[T νj(r′, x)]∗
)
, (S5)
[T νj (r′, x)]σ′,ρτ = t (ifT )
1−νσ′ρτ
2√
1 + f2T
eiρkF xδ
(
x− j L
2
)
δ (r′ − rjτ ) , rjτ =
 jL/2τW/2
0
 . (S6)
Moving to the Matsubara frequency space, the action of the superconductors is given as
SjS =
1
2
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dr′Ψ†Sj(r
′)
[
iω − HˆjS(r′)
]
ΨSj(r
′), (S7)
2similarly for the edges we have
SνE =
1
2
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dxψ†Eν(x)
[
iω − HˆE(x)
]
ψEν(x), (S8)
and finally for the tunneling contribution we write
SνjT =
1
2
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dx
∫
dr′
{
Ψ†Sj(r
′)Tˆ νj(r′, x)ψEν(x) + ψ†Eν(x)[Tˆ νj(r′, x)]†ΨSj(r′)
}
. (S9)
Taking the coherent state path-integral representation of the system’s partition function expressed with Grassmann
variables ψ¯, ψ corresponding to fermionic operators ψ†, ψ, we have
Z =
∏
j
∫
D
[
Ψ¯Sj ,ΨSj
]∏
(ν)
∫
D
[
ψ¯Eν , ψEν
]
e−
∑
j S
j
S[Ψ¯Sj ,ΨSj]−
∑
(ν) S
ν
E[ψ¯Eν ,ψEν ]−
∑
(ν)j S
νj
T [Ψ¯Sj ,ΨSj ,ψ¯Eν ,ψEν ]. (S10)
We notice that the integral over the superconductor fields is Gaussian as the action containing the SC fields is at most
quadratic in the fields:
SjS +
∑
(ν)
SνjT =
1
2
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dr′
{
Ψ¯Sj(r
′)
[
iω − HˆjS(r′)
]
ΨSj(r
′)
+ Ψ¯Sj(r
′)
∑
(ν)
∫
dx Tˆ νj(r′, x)ψEν(x) +
∑
(ν)
∫
dx ψ¯Eν(x)[Tˆ νj(r′, x)]†ΨSj(r′)
}
. (S11)
By completing the square, resorting to the definition of the SC Green’s function as the inverse of the SC kernel:[
iω − HˆjS(r′)
]
GjS(iω, r
′, r′′) = δ(r′ − r′′), (S12)
SjS +
∑
(ν)
SνjT =
1
2
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dr′
Ψ¯Sj(r′) +∑
(ν)
∫
dx
∫
dr′′ ψ¯Eν(x)[Tˆ νj(r′′, x)]†GjS(iω, r′′, r′)
[iω − HˆjS(r′)]
×
ΨSj(r′) +∑
(ν)
∫
dx
∫
dr′′GjS(iω, r
′, r′′)Tˆ νj(r′′, x)ψEν(x)


− 1
2
∑
(νν′)
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dx
∫
dx′
{
ψ¯Eν(x)
∫
dr′′
∫
dr′′′ [Tˆ νj(r′′, x)]†GjS(iω, r′′, r′′′)Tˆ ν
′j(r′′′, x′)ψEν′(x′)
}
, (S13)
we can carry out the Gaussian integral and the remaining effective action will only contain fields of the edge states:
SeffE =
1
2
∑
(νν′)
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dx
∫
dx′
(
ψ¯Eν(x)
{
δνν′δ(x− x′)
[
iω − HˆE(x)
]
−
∑
j
∫
dr1
∫
dr2 [Tˆ νj(r1, x)]†GjS(iω, r1, r2)Tˆ ν
′j(r2, x
′)
}
ψEν′(x
′)
)
. (S14)
Thus, after integrating out the SCs, the effective Hamiltonian of the edge system is
Heff,αE = H
α
E + δH
α
E =
1
2
∑
(ν)
∫
dxψ†Eν(x)HˆE(x)ψEν(x) +
1
2
∑
(νν′)
∑
j
∫
dx
∫
dx′ ψ†Eν(x)Σˆ
νν′
j (iω, x, x
′)ψEν′(x′), (S15)
with the frequency(energy)-dependent self-energy density induced by SC-j between edge state sectors ν and ν′ (if
present, α = nh),
Σˆνν
′
j (iω, x, x
′) =
∫
dr1
∫
dr2 [Tˆ νj(r1, x)]†GjS(iω, r1, r2)Tˆ ν
′j(r2, x
′). (S16)
3Assuming, that the superconductors can be treated as bulk (translationally invariant) systems in some spatial
dimension, d = 1, 2, 3, their Green’s function can be obtained as
GjS(iω, r1, r2) = G
j
S(iω, r1 − r2) =
∫
dk
(2pi)d
eik(r1−r2)GjS(iω,k). (S17)
In momentum space, the Green’s function with the dispersion ξk = ~2k2/2m− µ is obtained as
GjS(iω,k) =
[
iω − HˆjS(k)
]−1
= − iω + ξkηz + i∆(e
iϕjη− − e−iϕjη+)σy
ω2 + ξ2k + ∆
2
, (S18)
by taking advantage of the relations η2± = 0 and {η±, η∓} = 1.
As we want to treat the system at energies below the superconducting gap, E  ∆, we will evaluate the self-energy
in the static limit, ω → 0. There will be qualitatively two different cases, depending on whether we look at the diagonal
elements in the particle-hole space, or the anomalous, off-diagonal elements, which correspond to Cooper-pairs. Also,
by examining the structure of the tunneling operators, we note that only two specific spatial separations will play a
role in the SC correlations, the r1 − r2 = 0 case, when both tunnel processes occur at the same edge (direct AR in
case of the anomalous part), and the |r1 − r2| = W case, when the tunneling occurs at opposite edges (this term will
be responsible for CAR in the anomalous sector).
First let us consider the diagonal elements for r1−r2 = 0 in the low-energy limit. Assuming that the Fermi-level is
far away from the bottom of the quadratic band, and that the SC gap ∆ is already a large energy-scale, we can safely
linearize the spectrum around the Fermi energy, approximate the density of states with the one at the Fermi-level
and extend the integration boundaries to infinity, yielding
GjS,ηη(0, 0) ∝
∫
dk
(2pi)d
ξk
ξ2k + ∆
2
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dNS(+ F,S)

2 + ∆2
= NS(F,S)
∫ ∞
−∞
d

2 + ∆2
= 0. (S19)
This means that in the sub-gap energy range we will not get contributions from the diagonal quasi-particle sector,
only from the anomalous ones: first, in the zero-separation, direct pairing part:
GjS,ηη¯(0, 0) ∝
∫
dk
(2pi)d
∆
ξ2k + ∆
2
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dNS(+ F,S)
∆
2 + ∆2
= NS(F,S)
∫ ∞
−∞
d
∆
2 + ∆2
= piNS(F,S). (S20)
For the case of CAR (|r1 − r2| = W ), the correlation functions can be evaluated for different dimensions of the
SC [S2, S3]. In 1D (not very realistic for a SC on top of a 2D TI sample, but just for the sake of completeness): by
linearizing the spectrum around ±kF,S , we get  = ±~vF,S(k∓ kF,S). Extending the limits of the integral from −F,S
to −∞ and recognizing the density of states, we have
Gj,1DS,ηη¯(0,W ) ∝
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
2pi
eikW
∆
ξ2k + ∆
2
= NS(F,S)
∫ ∞
−∞
d cos [W (/~vF,S + kF,S)]
∆
2 + ∆2
= NS(F,S) cos (kF,SW )
∫ ∞
−∞
d cos (W/~vF,S)
∆
2 + ∆2
= piNS(F,S) cos (kF,SW ) e
−∆W/~vF,S , (S21)
where ξS = ~vF,S/∆ is the SC coherence length. The same in 2D (making use of the isotropic bulk SC) is
Gj,2DS,ηη¯(0,W ) ∝
∫ ∞
0
kdk
(2pi)2
∆
ξ2k + ∆
2
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ eikW cosϕ. (S22)
Considering the identity with Bessel functions eikW cosϕ = J0(kW ) + 2
∑∞
n=1 i
nJn(kW ) cos(nϕ), we have
Gj,2DS,ηη¯(0,W ) ∝
∫ ∞
0
2pikdk
(2pi)2
∆
ξ2k + ∆
2
J0(kW ) ≈ NS(F,S)
∫ ∞
−∞
d
∆
2 + ∆2
J0 [W (/~vF,S + kF,S)] . (S23)
For large arguments z of J0(z), as kF,SW  1, we have the asymptotic expansion J0(z) ≈
√
2/piz cos(z − pi/4), thus,
Gj,2DS,ηη¯(0,W ) ∝ NS(F,S)
√
2
pi
cos (kF,SW − pi/4)√
kF,SW
∫ ∞
−∞
d cos
(
W
~vF,S
)
∆
2 + ∆2
= piNS(F,S)
√
2
pi
cos (kF,SW − pi/4)√
kF,SW
e−W/ξS . (S24)
4Finally, in 3D we get
Gj,3DS,ηη¯(0,W ) ∝
∫ ∞
0
k2dk
(2pi)3
∆
ξ2k + ∆
2
∫ pi
2
−pi2
dϑ cosϑ eikW sinϑ
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ =
∫ ∞
0
2pik2dk
(2pi)3
∆
ξ2k + ∆
2
∫ 1
−1
dx eikWx
=
∫ ∞
0
4pik2dk
(2pi)3
∆
ξ2k + ∆
2
sin(kW )
kW
≈ NS(F,S) sin(kF,SW )
kF,SW
∫ ∞
−∞
d
∆
2 + ∆2
cos
(
W
~vF,S
)
= piNS(F,S)
sin(kF,SW )
kF,SW
e−W/ξS . (S25)
A remark is in order regarding the diagonal (in Nambu space) contributions separated by W . They are non-zero
contrary to their direct (zero spatial separation) counterparts. They can be obtained by substituting  for ∆ in
the numerators of the above expressions for the anomalous finite-separation cases and taking the sinusoidal parts of
cos(W/~vF,S + kF,SW ) = cos(W/~vF,S) cos(kF,SW )− sin(W/~vF,S) sin(kF,SW ) to obtain non-zero integrals in .
Thus, these terms will scale in the same way as the crossed anomalous parts, compare with Ref. S1. These processes
can also be interpreted as the elastic cotunneling of a single electron from one edge to the other through one of the
SCs [S4]. They will contribute to the renormalization of the chemical potentials in the edge system (effectively the
two edges will start ‘talking’ to each other via the superconductor), but they will not contribute to the supercurrent
that is the focus of our investigation here. Thus, in the following we will neglect these contributions. In the weak
coupling regime, t2NSNE  1, which is assumed to be the case for our system, due to high barriers at the TI-SC
interface (because of Fermi-energy mismatch), the supercurrent transport in lowest order takes place on top of the
unperturbed edge states. Thus, we only need to retain the CP contributions in the perturbation δHαE .
The conclusion from all this analysis is that the low-energy effect of the superconducting self-energies on the edge
system will be the point-like injection of Cooper-pairs from SCs j = l and j = r, at the same (direct AR) and opposite
(CAR) edges into different edge channels:
δHαE ≈
∑
j ζζ′
[
Γ
(j)
ζζ′ψζ
(
x−j
)
ψζ′
(
x+j
)
+ H.c.
]
, (S26)
where the set of indices corresponds to ζ = (ρ, τ, ρτ) for α = h and ζ = (ρ, τ, σ) for α = nh. The injection points
are taken effectively as x±j = jL/2 ± δζζ′ ξ/2, where we introduce a point-splitting on the order of the low-energy
short distance cutoff, ξ, to accommodate the injection of a spin-triplet into the same edge, complying with the Pauli
exclusion principle [S5]. The same holds for extracting CPs from the edge channels. The CP tunneling matrix will be
Γ
(j)
ζζ′ ∼ Γ
[
ifT
1 + f2T
]δσσ′
[fC]
δττ¯′ exp
[
i
j
2
kFL (ρ+ ρ
′)− iϕj
]
. (S27)
The exponent of the spin-flipping factor in Eq. (S27), δσσ′ , takes into account spin-momentum locking in the helical
case, σ = τρ. Finite momentum couplings feature an extra phase factor depending on the point of injection. As Γs
correspond to the destruction of a CP in SC-j, they naturally inherit the phase of the corresponding CP condensate.
The CP tunneling rate is Γ = pit2NS , where NS = NS(F,S) is the normal density of states per spin at the Fermi-level
in the superconductors and fC ∼ f(kF,SW ) exp(−W/ξS) with f an oscillatory and decaying function depending on
the spatial dimension of the SCs, see Eqs. (S21), (S24), and (S25). Note, that singlet injection can arise from zero
and two spin-flipping as well, thus in these matrix elements the fT dependence is cancelled in Eq. (S27).
DETAILS OF THE INTERACTING EDGES
So far we have neglected the effect of repulsive electron-electron interactions in the 1D edges for the sake of simplicity,
but for a further, more complete discussion we include them by resorting to the usual bosonized description of helical
(α = h) and spinful or nonhelical (α = nh) Luttinger liquids (LL) [S6]. In the most generic case this would yield
HαE =
∑
τ(λ)
~u(λ)
2pi
∫
dx
{
K(λ)[∂xθ
(λ)
τ (x)]
2 +
[∂xφ
(λ)
τ (x)]2
K(λ)
}
+ I (α = nh)
2~g1⊥
(2piξ0)2
∫
dx cos
[
2
√
2φsτ (x)
]
, (S28)
where φ
(λ)
τ , θ
(λ)
τ are the conjugate bosonic fields in edge τ (for α = nh in the separate λ = c, s charge-
and spin sectors) obeying [φ
(λ)
τ (x), θ
(λ′)
τ ′ (x
′)] = ipiδττ ′ (δλλ′) sgn (x− x′) /2. The fermionic modes are mapped as
5ψζ(x) = Uζ e
iφζ(x)/
√
2piξ0, with Klein-factor Uζ and chiral fields φτρ = θτ − ρφτ for α = h and φτρσ =
[θcτ − ρφcτ + σ (θsτ − ρφsτ )]/
√
2 for α = nh. K(λ) are the LL interaction parameters and u(λ) the dressed Fermi-
velocities. The original short-distance cut-off is taken as the length in the LLs associated to the TI gap, ξ0 = ~u/|M |
or ξ0 = ~
√
ucus/|M |, respectively. The LL parameters expressed with the original interaction strengths [S6] are
u = vF
√
(1 + y4/2− y2/2) (1 + y4/2 + y2/2), K =
√
1 + y4/2− y2/2
1 + y4/2 + y2/2
, α = h, (S29)
uλ = vF
√
(1 + y4λ/2 + yλ/2) (1 + y4λ/2− yλ/2), Kλ =
√
1 + y4λ/2 + yλ/2
1 + y4λ/2− yλ/2 , α = nh, (S30)
yi =
gi
pivF
, gλ = g1‖ − g2‖ ∓ g2⊥, g4λ = g4‖ ± g4⊥, with λ = c, s. (S31)
For spin-rotationally invariant systems, gi‖ = gi⊥ and g1⊥ → 0 is marginally irrelevant in the RG sense. For repulsive
interactions, g2, g4 > 0 and g2 ∼ V (q = 0) ∼ g4  g1 ∼ V (q = 2kF ), in our case g1‖ = g1⊥ → 0 and we take
g2 = g4 = g, thus gs, g4s = 0 and gc = −2g, g4c = 2g, all leading to
u = vF
√
1 + y =
vF
K
, K =
1√
1 + y
, uc = vF
√
1 + 2y =
vF
Kc
Kc =
1√
1 + 2y
, us = vF , Ks = 1. (S32)
We get a fully quadratic form of the Hamiltonian assuming negligible backscattering for repulsive interactions,
K,Kc ≤ 1 even in the presence of SOI [S7] which, even with moderate Zeeman-splitting due to the magnetic flux,
approximately preserves spin-rotation symmetry [S6], thus resulting in Ks = 1. In the low energy description, after
the superconductors are integrated out, we finally have
HαE =
∑
τ(λ)
~u(λ)
2pi
∫
dx
{
K(λ)[∂xθ
(λ)
τ (x)]
2 +
[∂xφ
(λ)
τ (x)]2
K(λ)
}
, (S33)
with K,Kc < 1, Ks = 1, uK = ucKc = vF , us = vF and fermions map as ψζ(x) = Uζ e
iφζ(x)/
√
2piξ, with ξ = ~u/∆
or ξ =
√
ξcξs where ξλ = ~uλ/∆, the length-scale associated to the superconducting gap in each independent sector.
Note, that if we start from the interacting system the process of integrating out the SCs at the low-energy scales,
as in Ref. S5, we get that all Γ
(j)
ζζ′ coefficients obtain an identical suppression with interactions as (∆/|M |)Cα , with
Ch =
(
K +K−1
)
/2− 1 and Cnh =
(
Kc +K
−1
c +Ks +K
−1
s
)
/4− 1, following the scaling of two independent single-
particle tunneling events into the repulsively interacting edges [S5] plus an O(1) multiplicative factor that is a function
of K(λ). This uniform rescaling effect of interactions does not influence the relative amplitudes of processes that is
crucial for our results to remain valid. On the contrary, interaction has also significant non-uniform effects on the
propagation of excitations for the different processes, which is an important part of our analysis.
EFFECT OF THE MAGNETIC FLUX AND BIAS THROUGH THE JUNCTION
In the presence of a magnetic flux Φ piercing through the bulk of the 2D (T)I in the perpendicular (z) direction,
with the usual minimal coupling we get −i∇r → −i∇r + eA(r)/~. If we neglect orbital- and Zeeman effects on
the unperturbed edge states, the effect of the flux amounts to electrons propagating along the edges collecting a
flux-dependent geometric Aharonov-Bohm phase. The Landau-gauge A(r) = (−By, 0, 0) is especially well adapted
to our edge geometry. The phase picked-up by a single electron traveling in, e.g., a counter-clockwise loop around the
(T)I is given by
∆ϕ =
e
~
∮
A(r) · dr = e
~
[∫ −L2
L
2
dxAx
(
y =
W
2
)
+
∫ −W2
W
2
dyAy +
∫ L
2
−L2
dxAx
(
y = −W
2
)
+
∫ W
2
−W2
dyAy
]
=
piΦ
Φ0
,
(S34)
with Φ0 = h/2e the superconducting flux quantum. This shows the non-trivial effect on closed paths, which is
obviously gauge-invariant. This translates also into the phase difference between the superconductors. If we in
addition apply a voltage bias V between the two SC leads, we get the physically observable, gauge-invariant phase
difference [S8, S9]
γ(t) = ϕr − ϕl = ϕ0 + ωJ t− pi
Φ0
∫ j=l
j=r
(
A · dr∣∣
τ=u
+A · dr∣∣
τ=`
)
= ωJ t+ γ0, (S35)
6where ϕ0 is an arbitrary phase, ωJ = 2eV/~ is the Josephson frequency, and t is time. To account properly for
the Aharonov-Bohm phase of CPs transported through the edges, each injection term in Eq. (S27) has to bear the
extra phase of exp {−ij [γ(t)/2 + piΦ (τ + τ ′) /4Φ0]} depending on the set of indices denoting the two edge states the
electrons of the CP get injected into. Thus,
Γ
(j)
ζζ′ = Γ
[
if˜T
]δσσ′
[fC]
δττ¯′ exp
{
i
j
2
[
kFL (ρ+ ρ
′)− γ(t)− piΦ
2Φ0
(τ + τ ′)
]}
, (S36)
where we redefined f˜T = fT /(1 + f
2
T ) for notational simplicity.
CALCULATION OF THE CURRENT
We have established that at low-energies, E  ∆, the edge system with the SCs integrated out takes the form
Hαeff = H
α
E + δH
α
E with the expressions from Eqs. (S26), (S33), and (S36). To express the current operator in the
system, we start from the operator evolution in the Heisenberg picture,
Iˆα = eN˙α =
ie
~
[Hαeff , N
α] =
ie
~
[δHαE , N
α] , Nα =
∑
ζ
∫
dxψ†ζ(x)ψζ(x), [H
α
E , N
α] = 0, (S37)
where Nα is the electron number operator in the edges and where again ζ = (ρ, τ, ρτ) for α = h and ζ = (ρ, τ, σ)
for α = nh. The unperturbed edge system is obviously particle number conserving. We separate out the effect of the
two SCs in the perturbation and define the operator of the current injected by the jth SC (that can be measured in
a transport experiment) as
δHαjE =
∑
ζζ′
[
Γ
(j)
ζζ′ψζ
(
x−j
)
ψζ′
(
x+j
)
+ H.c.
]
, δHαE =
∑
j
δHαjE , Iˆ
αj =
ie
~
[
δHαjE , N
α
]
, (S38)
which, with the fermionic commutation relations {ψζ(x), ψζ′(x′)} = {ψ†ζ(x), ψ†ζ′(x′)} = 0, {ψ†ζ(x), ψζ′(x′)} = δζζ′δ(x−
x′) and the Jacoby identity [AB,CD] = A{B,C}D −AC{B,D}+ {A,C}DB − C{A,D}B, yields
Iˆαj =
2ie
~
∑
ζζ′
[
Γ
(j)
ζζ′ψζ
(
x−j
)
ψζ′
(
x+j
)−H.c.] . (S39)
As δHαE is in general time-dependent because of the bias V between SCs, the injected current will also be time-
dependent and can be expressed as
Iαj(t) = 〈−∞|U(−∞, t)Iˆαj(t)U(t,−∞) |−∞〉 , (S40)
U(t,−∞) = T+ exp
[
− i
~
∫ t
−∞
dτ δHαE(τ)
]
, U(−∞, t) = U†(t,−∞) = T− exp
[
i
~
∫ t
−∞
dτ δHαE(τ)
]
, (S41)
where U is the interaction-picture unitary time-evolution operator. Operators time-evolve according to the unper-
turbed edge Hamiltonian HαE , T± expresses time-ordering and time anti-ordering, respectively, and the expectation
value is taken with respect to the unperturbed edge state system in the remote past. In the assumed weakly coupled
limit, ΓNE  1, we can series expand in Γ and take the lowest non-trivial order, which will be second order in our
case:
Iαj(t) ≈
〈[
1 +
i
~
∫ t
−∞
dτ δHαE(τ)
]
Iˆαj(t)
[
1− i
~
∫ t
−∞
dτ δHαE(τ)
]〉
E,α
≈ i
~
∫ t
−∞
dτ
〈[
δHαE(τ), Iˆ
αj(t)
]〉
E,α
. (S42)
To look at the supercurrent that is dependent on the phase-difference between SCs, corresponding to real transport
of CPs through the system, only the δHα¯E part of the perturbation gives contributions, and finally the expression for
the current is
Iαj(t) =
i
~
∫ t
−∞
dτ
〈[
δHα¯E (τ), Iˆ
αj(t)
]〉
E,α
. (S43)
Let us assume that we have reduced all symmetries and multiplicities in the indices ζζ′ according to Tables I and II.
7Γζζ′ = Γρτ,ρ′τ ′ Process amplitude Γζζ′ = Γρτ,ρ′τ ′ Process amplitude
S, Du Γ11,1¯1 − Γ1¯1,11 ∝ Γ Γ2 e−i
piΦ
Φ0 I1 S, D` Γ11¯,1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯,11¯ ∝ Γ Γ2 ei
piΦ
Φ0 I1
T , Du
Γ11,11 ∝ Γf˜T Γ2 f˜2T ei2kFL e−i
piΦ
Φ0 I4+ T , D` Γ11¯,11¯ ∝ Γf˜T Γ
2 f˜2T e
i2kFL e
ipiΦ
Φ0 I4+
Γ1¯1,1¯1 ∝ Γf˜T Γ2 f˜2T e−i2kFL e−i
piΦ
Φ0 I4− Γ1¯1¯,1¯1¯ ∝ Γf˜T Γ2 f˜2T e−i2kFL ei
piΦ
Φ0 I4−
S, C
Γ11,11¯ − Γ11¯,11 ∝ Γ fC Γ2 f2C ei2kFL I2+ T , C Γ11,1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯,11 ∝ Γ fC f˜T 2Γ2 f2C f˜2T I1Γ1¯1,1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯,1¯1 ∝ Γ fC Γ2 f2C e−i2kFL I2− Γ1¯1,11¯ − Γ11¯,1¯1 ∝ Γ fC f˜T
TABLE I. Symmetry reduction and multiplicities in the CP tunnel couplings for helical edge states (α = h), cf. Eq. (S36) and
process amplitudes [i.e., single terms in the symmetry reduced sum over ζ, ζ′ in Eq. (S47)] expressed with the integrals defined
according to Eqs. (S52)-(S54) in the absence of interactions (K = 1). We have suppressed the spin indices in Γζζ′ , as it does not
carry additional information in the helical case ζ = (ρ, τ, σ ≡ ρτ). Labels S (T ) denote the singlet (triplet) spin-configuration
of the given process. Label Dτ with τ = u, ` indicates a direct process taking place in the edge τ , while C indicates the CAR
process. In the former, both electrons of the CP move in the same edge, making them flux-dependent, whereas CAR processes
split the CP between opposite edges and are therefore flux-independent. The form of Γζζ′ − Γζ′ζ for ζ 6= ζ′ is inherited from
the singlet symmetry of CPs in the SCs.
Γζζ′ = Γρτσ,ρ′τ ′σ′ Process amplitude Γζζ′ = Γρτσ,ρ′τ ′σ′ Process amplitude
S, Du
Γ111,111¯ − Γ111¯,111 ∝ Γ Γ2 ei2kFL e−i
piΦ
Φ0 I2+
S, D`
Γ11¯1,11¯1¯ − Γ11¯1¯,11¯1 ∝ Γ Γ2 ei2kFL ei
piΦ
Φ0 I2+
Γ1¯11,1¯11¯ − Γ1¯11¯,1¯11 ∝ Γ Γ2 e−i2kFL e−i
piΦ
Φ0 I2− Γ1¯1¯1,1¯1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯1¯,1¯1¯1 ∝ Γ Γ2 e−i2kFL ei
piΦ
Φ0 I2−
Γ111,1¯11¯ − Γ1¯11¯,111 ∝ Γ
2Γ2 e
−ipiΦ
Φ0 I1
Γ11¯1,1¯1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯1¯,11¯1 ∝ Γ
2Γ2 e
ipiΦ
Φ0 I1Γ111¯,1¯11 − Γ1¯11,111¯ ∝ Γ Γ11¯1¯,1¯1¯1 − Γ1¯1¯1,11¯1¯ ∝ Γ
T , Du
Γ111,111 ∝ Γf˜T
2Γ2 f˜2T e
i2kFL e
−ipiΦ
Φ0 I4+
T , D`
Γ11¯1,11¯1 ∝ Γf˜T
2Γ2 f˜2T e
i2kFL e
ipiΦ
Φ0 I4+Γ111¯,111¯ ∝ Γf˜T Γ11¯1¯,11¯1¯ ∝ Γf˜T
Γ1¯11,1¯11 ∝ Γf˜T
2Γ2 f˜2T e
−i2kFL e−i
piΦ
Φ0 I4−
Γ1¯1¯1,1¯1¯1 ∝ Γf˜T
2Γ2 f˜2T e
−i2kFL ei
piΦ
Φ0 I4−Γ1¯11¯,1¯11¯ ∝ Γf˜T Γ1¯1¯1¯,1¯1¯1¯ ∝ Γf˜T
Γ111,1¯11 − Γ1¯11,111 ∝ Γf˜T
2Γ2 f˜2T e
−ipiΦ
Φ0 I1
Γ11¯1,1¯1¯1 − Γ1¯1¯1,11¯1 ∝ Γf˜T
2Γ2 f˜2T e
ipiΦ
Φ0 I1Γ111¯,1¯11¯ − Γ1¯11¯,111¯ ∝ Γf˜T Γ11¯1¯,1¯1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯1¯,11¯1¯ ∝ Γf˜T
T , C
Γ111,11¯1 − Γ11¯1,111 ∝ ΓfC f˜T 2Γ2 f2C f˜2T ei2kFL I2+
S, C
Γ111,11¯1¯ − Γ11¯1¯,111 ∝ ΓfC 2Γ2 f2C ei2kFL I2+Γ111¯,11¯1¯ − Γ11¯1¯,111¯ ∝ ΓfC f˜T Γ111¯,11¯1 − Γ11¯1,111¯ ∝ ΓfC
Γ1¯11,1¯1¯1 − Γ1¯1¯1,1¯11 ∝ ΓfC f˜T 2Γ2 f2C f˜2T e−i2kFL I2− Γ1¯11,1¯1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯1¯,1¯11 ∝ ΓfC 2Γ2 f2C e−i2kFL I2−Γ1¯11¯,1¯1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯1¯,1¯11¯ ∝ ΓfC f˜T Γ1¯11¯,1¯1¯1 − Γ1¯1¯1,1¯11¯ ∝ ΓfC
Γ111,1¯1¯1 − Γ1¯1¯1,111 ∝ ΓfC f˜T
4Γ2 f2C f˜
2
T I1
Γ111,1¯1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯1¯,111 ∝ ΓfC
4Γ2 f2C I1Γ111¯,1¯1¯1¯ − Γ1¯1¯1¯,111¯ ∝ ΓfC f˜T Γ111¯,1¯1¯1 − Γ1¯1¯1,111¯ ∝ ΓfC
Γ1¯11,11¯1 − Γ11¯1,1¯11 ∝ ΓfC f˜T Γ1¯11,11¯1¯ − Γ11¯1¯,1¯11 ∝ ΓfC
Γ1¯11¯,11¯1¯ − Γ11¯1¯,1¯11¯ ∝ ΓfC f˜T Γ1¯11¯,11¯1 − Γ11¯1,1¯11¯ ∝ ΓfC
TABLE II. Symmetry reduction and multiplicities in the CP tunnel couplings for nonhelical edge states (α = nh), cf. Eq. (S36)
and process amplitudes [i.e., single terms in the symmetry reduced sum over ζ, ζ′ in Eq. (S47)] expressed with the integrals
defined according to Eqs. (S52)-(S54) in the absence of interactions (K = 1). The same notation is applied here as in Table I.
By introducing A(j, t) = Γ
(j)
ζζ′(t)ψζ(x
−
j , t)ψζ′(x
+
j , t) and based on the particle-conserving nature of the unperturbed
edge system, we write
Iαj(t) = −2e
~2
∑
ζζ′
∫ t
−∞
dτ
〈[
A(¯, τ) +A†(¯, τ), A(j, t)−A†(j, t)]〉 = 4e
~2
Re
∑
ζζ′
∫ t
−∞
dτ
〈[
A(j, t), A†(¯, τ)
]〉
=
4e
~2
Re
∑
ζζ′
∫ ∞
0
dt′
〈[
A(j, t), A†(¯, t− t′)]〉 = 4e
~2
Re
∑
ζζ′
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′ θ(t′)
〈[
A(j, t), A†(¯, t− t′)]〉 . (S44)
Let us fix j = r = 1 as this corresponds to positive bias V and drop the index. Restoring A and separating the
8time-dependence of Γ’s, we get
Iα(t) =
4eΓ2
~2
Re
e−i(ωJ t+γ0)∑
ζζ′
fζζ′
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′ ei
eV
~ t
′
θ(t′)
〈[
ψζ(x
−
r , t
′)ψζ′(x+r , t
′), ψ†ζ′(x
+
l , 0)ψ
†
ζ(x
−
l , 0)
]〉 , (S45)
where fζζ′ = f˜
2δσσ′
T f
2δττ¯′
C exp
{
i
[
kFL(ρ+ ρ
′)− piΦ2Φ0 (τ + τ ′)
]}
and we used the time-translation invariance of the
unperturbed edge system. In the time integral we recognize a retarded correlation function of bosonic operators, for
which
θ(t)
〈[
ψζ(x
−
r , t
′)ψζ′(x+r , t
′), ψ†ζ′(x
+
l , 0)ψ
†
ζ(x
−
l , 0)
]〉
= −2iθ(t′)Im
〈
T ψζ(x−r , t′)ψζ′(x+r , t′)ψ†ζ′(x+l , 0)ψ†ζ(x−l , 0)
〉
(S46)
holds, where the latter is a time-ordered correlation function. In the following, we drop T from the notation and we
will always use time-ordered correlation functions unless otherwise stated. Based on the spatial translation invariance
of the modeled infinite edges, on the assumption of L ξ and the low-energy bosonized form of the fermions (taking
into account the trivial cancellation of Klein-factors UζUζ′U
†
ζ′U
†
ζ = 1) we get
Iα(t) ≈ 2e∆
~
[
Γ
pi~vF
]2 [
∆
|M |
]Cα
K(c)K(s) Im
e−i(ωJ t+γ0)∑
ζζ′
fζζ′
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ sIm Πζζ′(L˜, s)
 , (S47)
Πζζ′(L˜, s) =
〈
eiφζ(L˜,s)eiφζ′ (L˜,s)e−iφζ′ (0,0)e−iφζ(0,0)
〉
= (−1)β(ζ,ζ′)
∏
ρ=±
 ∏
λ=c,s
[G(λ)ρ(L˜, s)]β(λ)ρ(ζ,ζ′) , (S48)
G(λ)ρ(L˜, s) =
T˜
sinh
[
T˜
(
L˜K(λ) − ρs+ iρ
)] T→0−−−→= 1
L˜K(λ) − ρs+ iρ
, (S49)
where we made use of standard bosonization results [S6] and noted the dimensionless quantities as s = t′∆/~,
L˜ = L∆/~vF , V˜ = eV/∆, and T˜ = pikBT/∆. The powers in Eq. (S48), as functions of qualitatively different processes
are summarized in Table III. The approximative equality in Eq. (S47) refers to the O(1) interaction dependent factor
in the RG approach to get the Γ’s in Ref. S5.
ζ, ζ′ β β+ β− AmplitudeK=1
ρτ, ρτ 0 (K + ρ)2 /K (K − ρ)2 /K f˜2TI4ρ
ρτ, ρ¯τ 0 1/K 1/K I1
ρτ, ρτ¯ 1 (K + ρ)2 /2K (K − ρ)2 /2K f2CI2ρ
ρτ, ρ¯τ¯ 0
(
1 +K2
)
/2K
(
1 +K2
)
/2K f2C f˜
2
TI1
ζ, ζ′ β βc+ βc− βs+ βs− AmplitudeKc=Ks=1
ρτσ, ρτσ 0 (Kc + ρ)
2 /2Kc (Kc − ρ)2 /2Kc (Ks + ρ)2 /2Ks (Ks − ρ)2 /2Ks f˜2TI4ρ
ρτσ, ρτ σ¯ 1 (Kc + ρ)
2 /2Kc (Kc − ρ)2 /2Kc 0 0 I2ρ
ρτσ, ρ¯τσ 0 1/2Kc 1/2Kc 1/2Ks 1/2Ks f˜
2
TI1
ρτσ, ρ¯τ σ¯ 0 1/2Kc 1/2Kc Ks/2 Ks/2 I1
ρτσ, ρτ¯σ 1 (Kc + ρ)
2 /4Kc (Kc − ρ)2 /4Kc (Ks + ρ)2 /4Ks (Ks − ρ)2 /4Ks f2C f˜2TI2ρ
ρτσ, ρτ¯ σ¯ 1 (Kc + ρ)
2 /4Kc (Kc − ρ)2 /4Kc (Ks + ρ)2 /4Ks (Ks − ρ)2 /4Ks f2CI2ρ
ρτσ, ρ¯τ¯σ 0
(
1 +K2c
)
/4Kc
(
1 +K2c
)
/4Kc
(
1 +K2s
)
4Ks
(
1 +K2s
)
/4Ks f
2
C f˜
2
TI1
ρτσ, ρ¯τ¯ σ¯ 0
(
1 +K2c
)
/4Kc
(
1 +K2c
)
/4Kc
(
1 +K2s
)
/4Ks
(
1 +K2s
)
/4Ks f
2
CI1
TABLE III. Exponents of Green’s functions in the critical current for qualitatively different processes in case of α = h and
α = nh, respectively, cf. Eq. (S48). Here we suppressed again the spin indices in ζ’s for the helical case as σ = ρτ is already
fixed by ρ and τ . Process amplitudes in the non-interacting case without phases are shown in the last column, cf. Tables I-II
and Eqs. (S52)-(S54).
9The measurable quantity we propose in the most generic finite-bias case is the magnitude of the ωJ Fourier com-
ponent of the time-dependent supercurrent, which in the zero-bias case corresponds to the critical current of the edge
dominated Josephson-junction [S8]:
IαωJ = |F{Iα(t)} (ωJ)| =
1 + δ0,ωJ
2
2e∆
~
[
Γ
pi~vF
]2 [
∆
|M |
]Cα
K(c)K(s)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
ζζ′
fζζ′
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im Πζζ′(L˜, s)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (S50)
which even in the most generic interacting, finite-bias, finite-temperature case admits the simple form
IαωJ ∝
∣∣∣∣Aα cos(piΦΦ0
)
+ f2CBα
∣∣∣∣ ∼ maxγ
∣∣∣∣a sin (γ) + a sin(γ + 2piΦΦ0
)
+ b sin
(
γ +
piΦ
Φ0
)∣∣∣∣ , (S51)
based on very fundamental geometric arguments suggested by the last formula of Eq. (S51), relying on the fact that
all contributing processes carry CPs either over one or the other JJ formed by the edges, or split between the two
edges due to CAR. The coefficients Aα and Bα contain all the contributing process amplitudes dependent on the
details of the underlying model and are in general complex-valued.
PROCESS AMPLITUDES IN THE NON-INTERACTING CASE
In the non-interacting case, K = Kc = Ks = 1, all process amplitudes can be described by the dimensionless
integrals below according to Tables I-III:
I1 =
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
T˜ 2
sinh
[
T˜
(
L˜− s+ i
)]
sinh
[
T˜
(
L˜+ s− i
)] , (S52)
I2+ = −
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
T˜ 2
sinh2
[
T˜
(
L˜− s+ i
)] , I2− = −∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
T˜ 2
sinh2
[
T˜
(
L˜+ s− i
)] , (S53)
I4+ =
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
T˜ 4
sinh4
[
T˜
(
L˜− s+ i
)] , I4− = ∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
T˜ 4
sinh4
[
T˜
(
L˜+ s− i
)] . (S54)
At the considered low sub-gap energies we have V˜  1 and T˜  1. In the short junction or very low temperature
and bias limit, V˜ L˜ 1, T˜ L˜ 1, we have
I1 ≈ −
arctan
(
L˜
)
L˜
[
1− 2
3
(
T˜ L˜
)2]
− ipi
2
V˜ + o(ξ), (S55)
I2 = ei2kFLI2+ + e−i2kFLI2− ≈ − cos (2kFL)
[
2
1 + L˜2
+ ipiV˜
]
+ o(ξ), (S56)
I4 = ei2kFLI4+ + e−i2kFLI4− ≈ − cos (2kFL)
2
(
1− 3L˜2
)
3
(
1 + L˜2
)3 + 4T˜ 2
3
(
1 + L˜2
) + i2pi
3
V˜ T˜ 2
+ o (ξ3) . (S57)
In equilibrium, V˜ = 0, at low temperatures T˜ L˜  1, but long junctions L˜  1, terms scale as I1 ∼ 1/L˜, I2 ∼ 1/L˜2
and I4 ∼ 1/L˜4; when the length of the junction becomes longer than the thermal wavelength ξT ∼ 1/T or equally
the temperature rises T˜ L˜  1, the power-law dependence crosses over to an exponential decay, I1 ∼ T˜ e−2L/ξT ,
I2 ∼ T˜ 2 e−2L/ξT , and I4 ∼ T˜ 4 e−4L/ξT . In the non-equilibrium case, when V˜ L˜  1 (which also corresponds to long
junctions, as V˜  1) we get
I1 ≈ −
piT˜ exp
(
iV˜ L˜− V˜
)
sinh
(
2T˜ L˜
) + o(ξ), (S58)
I2 ≈ ipiV˜ exp
(
iV˜ L˜− V˜ + i2kFL
)
+ o(ξ), (S59)
I4 ≈ −ipi
6
V˜
(
V˜ 2 + 4T˜ 2
)
exp
(
iV˜ L˜− V˜ + i2kFL
)
+ o
(
ξ3
)
. (S60)
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The relative suppression of I4 compared to I2 (the factor (V˜ 2 +4T˜ 2)) is a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle
hindering the injection of two fermions into the same channel [S5].
With all processes taken into account in the non-interacting case, we have the coefficients in Eq. (S51) as
Ah = 2
(
I1 + f˜2TI4
)
, Bh = I2 + 2f˜2TI1, Anh = 2
[
I2 + 2I1 + 2f˜2T (I4 + I1)
]
, Bnh = 2
(
1 + f˜2T
)
(I2 + 2I1) .
(S61)
In the absence of spin-flips, fT = 0, we arrive at the results presented in the main text:
Ah = 2I1, Bh = I2, Anh = Bnh = 2 (I2 + 2I1) = 2 (Ah +Bh) . (S62)
PROCESS AMPLITUDES WITH INTERACTION
Let us start with the important process amplitudes in the helical case α = h at T˜ = 0 without spin-flips, fT = 0.
Analytic expressions can be found in the L˜ 1 limit for V˜ = 0 or for V˜ L˜ 1 in the case of finite bias.
The flux dependent, overlap-type process amplitude at V˜ = 0 is
IK1 (0) = Im
∫ ∞
0
ds(
L˜K − s+ i
)1/K (
L˜K + s− i
)1/K ≈ − √pi Γ (1/K − 1/2)
2
(
L˜K
)2/K−1
Γ (1/K)
K→1−−−→ − pi
2L˜
, (S63)
whereas at finite bias V˜ > 0 we have
IK1 (V˜ ) =
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
1(
L˜K − s+ i
)1/K (
L˜K + s− i
)1/K ≈ − pi
(
−iV˜
)1/K−1
(
2L˜K
)1/K
Γ (1/K)
eiV˜ L˜K−V˜ K→1−−−→ − pi
2L˜
eiV˜ L˜−V˜ .
(S64)
Similarly, for the propagating CAR processes in the helical system we write
IK2 = −
∑
ρ=±
e2iρkFL
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
1(
L˜K − s+ i
)(K+ρ)2/2K (
L˜K + s− i
)(K−ρ)2/2K , (S65)
which assumes
IK2 (0) ≈ 2 cos (2kFL)
 (1−K)2 Γ
(
K+1/K−1
2
)
(
L˜K
)K+1/K−1
4K Γ
[
(1+K)2
2K
] − 1(
L˜K
)K+1/K
 K→1−−−→ −2 cos (2kFL)
L˜2
, (S66)
IK2 (V˜ ) ≈
pi
(
−iV˜
)K/2+1/2K
(
2L˜K
)(1−K)2/2K
Γ
[
(1+K)2
2K
] eiV˜ L˜K−V˜+i2kFL K→1−−−→ −ipiV˜ eiV˜ L˜−V˜+i2kFL, (S67)
forms in the long junction limit. It is interesting to note the crossover to a smaller power in the length-scaling due
to interaction in IK2 (0). This could lead, if the interaction strength can be tuned efficiently, to reversing the process
dominance from direct to crossed AR in the equilibrium critical current of the helical system. As Fig. S1(a) shows, at
mild interaction strengths first IK2 (0) changes sign while crossing zero (indicated by the sharp but not infinite cusps
in the plot due to numerical evaluation) which causes a change from even-odd to odd-even effects [although the whole
effect is very small as IK1 (0) still dominates over IK2 (0)]. Then, for even stronger interactions the crossed term will
eventually dominate over the direct one inducing an offset or frequency halving, as in the case of biased long junctions.
The finite bias long junction ratio of direct to crossed amplitudes scales as
IK1 (V˜ )/IK2 (V˜ ) ∝
Γ
[
(1+K)2
2K
]
Γ
[
1
K
] 1
2V˜ L˜K
(
V˜
2L˜K
) 1/K−K
2
, (S68)
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FIG. S1. (a) Logarithm of the ratio between direct overlap-type IK1 (0) and crossed propagation-type amplitude IK2 (0) as a
function of the interaction parameter K in a long L˜ = 10 . . . 100, unbiased V˜ = 0 junction with helical edges α = h at T˜ = 0.
For zero bias, both quantities are real, but IK2 (0) changes sign, this is indicated by the cusps of the curves. The dashed line
indicates where the dominance from direct to crossed amplitudes changes. (b) Comparison of the scaling with Kc (Ks = 1)
between direct Id and crossed Ic propagation-type amplitudes in a finitely biased V˜ = 0 . . . 0.2, long L˜ = 20 junction with
nonhelical edges α = nh at T˜ = 0. We observe that interaction always favors the crossed amplitude over the direct one, their
ratio is monotonically increasing with increasing interaction strength despite the mismatch in propagation velocities of charge-
and spin channels.
which apart from minor non-uniform factors, behaves very similarly to the exponential suppression of the same
ratio for biased, non-interacting long junctions as a function of temperature I1/I2 ∝ T˜ /
[
V˜ sinh
(
2T˜ L˜
)]
≈(
2T˜ /V˜
)
exp
(
−2L˜T˜
)
, with the effective length log L˜/V˜ and effective temperature (1/K − K)/2, which latter in-
creases from zero starting with the non-interacting case.
Analytical calculations are in general more complicated for the nonhelical case, as spin- and charge sectors have
different renormalized velocities, thus they perceive the junction length differently: their poles in the integrals, if any,
get shifted from each other. Let us just numerically compare the two most important processes in the long, biased
junction regime. Here the dominant direct (flux-dependent), singlet, propagating states have the amplitude
Id ∝
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
1(
L˜Kc − s+ i
)(Kc+1)2/2Kc (
L˜Kc + s− i
)(Kc−1)2/2Kc , (S69)
which only uses the charge sector, whereas the dominant crossed (flux-independent), singlet, propagating process
amplitude is
Ic ∝
∫ ∞
0
ds eiV˜ s Im
1(
L˜Kc − s+ i
)(Kc+1)2/4Kc (
L˜Kc + s− i
)(Kc−1)2/4Kc (
L˜− s+ i
) . (S70)
We used above that in the spin-sector we have Ks = 1. Numerically comparing the two amplitudes we confirm that
even with the pole mismatch, with increasing interaction strength (decreasing Kc), the crossed term will dominate
over the direct one, which was hinted by simple power counting, but was put to question by the velocity mismatch,
cf. Fig. S1(b). It is also intuitive that, with stronger repulsive interaction, electrons prefer tunneling into different
edges over the same one [S3, S10]. We note that the relative enhancement of CAR over AR in the nonhelical edges
is much weaker than in the helical case.
SHORT JUNCTION LIMIT
Although our calculations are formally only valid for long junctions, we can still evaluate our formulas for short
junctions, L ≤ ξ, and find that indeed no qualitative difference shows up between helical and nonhelical systems, cf.
Fig. S2, with or without presence of a bias.
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FIG. S2. Dependence of IωJ (Φ) on temperature in a short junction, L˜ = 1, (a)-(b) in equilibrium, V˜ = 0 with fC = 0.3,K =
Kc = Ks = 1, and kF = 0 in case of (a) helical and (b) nonhelical edges. (c)-(d) The same with finite bias, V˜ = 0.1. As in the
main text, figures are normalized as IωJ (Φ, T˜ )/maxΦ{IωJ (Φ, T˜ )}, while insets as max(min)Φ{IωJ (Φ, T˜ )}/maxΦ,T˜ {IωJ (Φ, T˜ )}.
EFFECT OF SPIN FLIPS fT 6= 0
As f2T /(1 + f
2
T )
2 ≤ 1/4, we already see that spin-flips cannot cause too significant effects. It is easy to see that for
short junctions, where overlap-type processes dominate, spin flips do not introduce any qualitative differences. The
only regime where we could expect that it diminishes distinguishability between helical and nonhelical systems is for
long junctions, and especially for biased long junctions at high temperatures, cf. Eq. (S60). We verify that increasing
fT still does not change the qualitative differences between the two systems, see Figs. S3(c) and (d).
FIG. S3. Dependence of IωJ (Φ) on the spin-flip tunneling ratio fT , (a)-(b) in equilibrium, V˜ = 0, at high temperature T˜ = 0.15
for a long junction L˜ = 20 with fC = 0.3,K = Kc = Ks = 1, and kF = 0 in case of (a) helical and (b) nonhelical edges. (c)-(d)
The same with finite bias, V˜ = 0.1. As in the main text, figures are normalized as IωJ (Φ, fT ) /maxΦ {IωJ (Φ, fT )}, while insets
as max(min)Φ {IωJ (Φ, fT )} /maxΦ,fT {IωJ (Φ, fT )}.
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EFFECT OF RELATIVE PHASE BETWEEN CONTRIBUTING PROCESSES
With the tuning of kFL, the relative complex phase between contributions of different processes can change,
cf. Tables I and II, and it is a question how much the interference patterns in the main text and thereby the
distinguishability of helical and nonhelical systems depend on the relative phase of these contributions. We observe the
effect of changing the phase for long biased junctions (where we claim distinguishability through tuning temperature
or interaction strength in the edges) in Fig. S4: again the nonhelical α = nh patterns are almost insensitive to the
change of parameters. As interaction or temperature is increased, helical patterns are still largely modified, but
depending on the relative phase, an offset might develop only for higher values of tuned parameters, or the frequency
halving does not occur (but in that case offset is necessarily present). We conclude that depending on the relative
phase, either only an offset develops starting even from zero temperature or no interaction or frequency halving and
offset develops, but starting from small or no offset at all, or both signatures develop starting already from an offset
curve. Thus, we conclude that for any relative phase, if temperature and/or interaction strength can be tuned in a
reasonable range, distinguishability is maintained. We note that kF could in principle be tuned by a gate voltage.
FIG. S4. IωJ (Φ) as function of phase factors which depend on the Fermi-level plotted for finite-momentum processes that
change the relative phase between different contributions as a function of 2kFL. (a)-(b) Interference pattern dependence on
the relative phase in biased V˜ = 0.1 long L˜ = 20 helical (a) and nonhelical (b) junctions at T˜ = 0 with fC = 0.3 for the
noninteracting K = Kc = 1 and strongly interacting K = Kc = 0.5 limits (Ks = 1). (c)-(d) The same analysis for the same
junctions in the noninteracting K = Kc = Ks = 1 but finite temperature T˜ = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 case.
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